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RADCOFLEX can supply a complete range of composite, rubber and PTFE hoses and assemblies. 

Composite hoses provide a light-weight, more flexible hose alternave to rubber hose and serve many 
of the same applicaons. They are parcularly ideal for the bulk transfer of hydrocarbons, chemicals, 
liquids and gases in road and rail tanker, in-plant and ship to shore applicaons.   

RADRADCOFLEX composite hoses are manufactured in diameters up to 250mm. Our hoses are colour coded 
for ease of idenficaon and safety. The hose is manufactured on the mandrel wrapped principle, using 
a range of materials such as polypropylene, polyester and polyamide depending upon the hose 
applicaon. The wire helix can be of galvanised steel, aluminium, stainless steel or polypropylene 
coated steel.  

TTypical end fi ngs on our composite hoses include flanges, threaded ends, pipe ends and quick release 
camlocks in aluminium, stainless steel, polypropylene and bronze, which can be swaged or wire 
whipped aached. Widely used are the RADCOFLEX Ohmseal fi ngs designed to allow both the inner 
and outer wires of the hose to be posively connected for electrical connuity.  All hose assemblies are 
tested and cerfied to our customers’ requirements.

RADCOFLEX has been manufacturing composite hoses for over 30 years and has developed a range of 
hoses you can rely upon.  

RADRADCOFLEX also stocks some of the highest quality rubber hose, recognised in the market. We can 
supply in bulk or assemble, test and cerfy to your requirements. We can assemble hoses with all types 
of fi ngs, which can be crimped, swaged or clamped. We can also offer hand built hoses. 

The extensive range of rubber hose and assemblies covers gas, water, chemical and petroleum 
applicaons across a wide spectrum of industries. 

Our Our PTFE hoses have speciality applicaons in the food processing, pharmaceucal and general 
industries requiring a non-sck, high temperature, low co-efficient of fricon, tasteless and UV resistant 
hose. We can supply the hose and assemblies in smooth bore and corrugated bore configuraons with a 
broad range of threaded and flange fi ngs aached by swage crimping.  

The Company
RADCOFLEX has a proud history of supplying the many industries that use our products. From humble 
beginnings nearly 60 years ago, we have grown into an internaonal company servicing customers in 
many parts of the world.

WWe have achieved this by being innovave, and accepng and solving the many challenges that we face 
with a posive ‘can do’ a tude. We also believe that product quality and service is paramount. We have 
been fortunate over the years to have a loyal, dedicated and experienced staff willing to work closely 
with our customers, helping them idenfy their system needs, and then supplying a product that 
provides cost effecve soluons.

RADRADCOFLEX believes in building meaningful, ethical relaonships with customers, suppliers and 
stakeholders alike. We strive to be a good corporate cizen, always conscious of the environment and 
social world around us.

Flexible Metal Hoses
RADCOFLEX manufactures a comprehensive range of the highest quality corrugated and stripwound flexible 
metal hoses and hose assemblies, fied with an extensive range of end connecon fi ngs including flanges, 
threaded fi ngs, pipe and tube ends, and quick release couplings.

Our flexible metal hoses are used in a wide range of applicaons from simple mechanical protecon to 
vehicle exhaust systems, bulk materials handling, gas and fluids transfer, and complex high tech combi lance 
hoses. Typical advantages of the hose are its resistance to temperature, corrosion and abrasion.

LLatest technology wire braiding machines enable us to braid directly on to our hoses to enhance their 
performance characteriscs in high pressure specificaons and impact resistance. Our custom braiding 
capability enables us to braid over a customer’s product or supply loose in coils.

RADCOFLEX has been an acve leader in the development, manufacture and applicaon of flexible metal 
hoses for over 50 years – a wealth of experience for our customers to draw on.

Non Metallic Hoses
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Expansion Joints

Other Capabilities

RADCOFLEX manufactures custom-engineered expansion joints in a range of metal, fabric, PTFE and 
rubber materials for pipework movement soluons. Expansion joints with a proven track record for 
providing a long service life, and reducing plant downme and maintenance costs.

The ability to supply in this broad range of materials enables our customers to obtain from the one 
source - RADCOFLEX - an expansion joint for their needs whether it is conveying water, steam, gas, air, 
oil, chemicals, flue gas or dust.

Our MOur Metal Bellows Expansion Joints can be manufactured in circular or rectangular shapes fied with 
flanges or pipe weld ends in configuraons from simple flange units to the most complex units with 
movement restraining hardware. The bellows elements are manufactured in a range of materials from 
austenic stainless steels through to high nickel alloys, with typical uses in high temperature and 
corrosive atmosphere applicaons.

RADRADCOFLEX Fabric Expansion Joints are manufactured from the latest fluoropolymer-based heat 
sealable materials with typical uses in flue ducng, turbine exhaust, wet and dry scrubbers, venlaon 
and dust control systems etc. These materials, combined with insulaon layers as necessary, can provide 
joints with temperature rangs up to 1000°C.

Our Rubber Expansion Joints can be supplied in a variety of heat resisng synthec rubber compounds 
including EPDM, neoprene, nitrile and viton, fied with flanges or pipe unions. Typical uses include 
pump connectors, feed water, aircondioning systems and waste disposal.

PPTFE Expansion Joints have parcular applicaons primarily within the chemical industry.

Wherever some pipework is expanding, contracng, misaligning, vibrang or moving, a RADCOFLEX 
expansion joint can be installed to restrict or absorb that movement.

RADCOFLEX manufactures numerous other fabricated products including :
Pipework Fings         Ductwork Dampers
Pipe Supports and Spring Hangers  Pipework Strainers

In addion, RADCOFLEX has extensive world-wide contacts to enable us to source just about any 
requirement in our field.

Other services offered by RADCOFLEX include :
PPeriodic or pre-agreed hose inspecons and tesng
Hose repair services
Supervision of field installaons
Pipework fabricaon and welding services
Technical drawings
 
RADRADCOFLEX producon staff include qualified trades people with years of experience to ensure our 
customers receive the quality product they expect.

Quality & Standards
RADCOFLEX operates to management systems in accordance with ISO 9001 Quality Management and 
ISO 14001 Environmental Management. Our products are manufactured to numerous local and 
Internaonal Standards and industry codes of pracce including:

Corrugated Metal Hose      ISO 10380
Stripwound Metal Hose      ISO 15465
Composite Hose         EN 13765 and EN 13766
Composite Marine Hose     IMO IBC Code
MMetal Bellows Expansion Joints  Expansion Joint Manufacturers Assoc (EJMA)
Fabric Expansion Joints      Fluid Sealing Assoc – Ducng Systems (FSA)
Rubber Expansion Joints     Fluid Sealing Assoc – Non-metallic Expansion Joints (FSA)
The Associaon for Hose and Accessories Distribuon (NAHAD)
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W orldwide Service

RADCOFLEX® is a registered Trade Mark of RADCOFLEX Australia Pty Limited
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